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Abstract

The generation of a Web page follows dis-
tinct sources for the incorporation of infor-
mation. The early sources for a Web page
design were organized displays of known in-
formation based on the page designers' inter-
est and/or design parameters. The sources
may have been published in books or other
printed literature, or disseminated as general
information about the page designer. The
growth in the number of Web pages has led
to the development and re�nement of several
search engines. The use of the re�ned search
engines still results in an array of diverse in-
formation when the same set of keywords are
used in a Web search. Some consistency in
the search results can be achieved over a pe-
riod of time using the same search engine.
Unfortunately, most initial Web searches are
also treated as the �nal searches on a given
topic following some form of re�nement of the
keywords used in the search process. Search
strategies behind the current search engines
for the World Wide Web were studied to
determine the applicability of Genetic Pro-
gramming for the current diverse set of Web
documents. This assessment will be applied
to the incorporation of Web documents that
have not yet been developed.
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1 The Early Search Engines

The early Web search engines [8] were explicitly di-
vided into separate components: a search engine in-
dex browser, search engine indexers, and the search
engine. The early popular search engine and index
browser were provided by the Gopher integrated search
engine software. The early search engine indexers were
Archie, Veronica, and Jughead. The Gopher inte-
grated search engine software provided a useful search
engine and index browser, but its indexing mechanism
was not adequate. The ine�ciency of the indexing
mechanism led to the development of Archie. The
lack of multiple word searches in the Archie indexer
led to the development of Veronica and eventually to
the development of Jughead. Each of these indexers
only provided an indexing mechanism for the Gopher
search engine. The Wide Area Information Service,
WAIS, provided an integrated search engine, indexer,
and browser. Its indexer browser also provided the
user with indexed results that were generated by the
Gopher-related indexers. Mosaic1[11] provided users
with an alternative to the Gopher index browser for
its indexed results as well as FTP archives of software.

2 Comparison of Current Search

Engines

Comparisons of the general characteristics that com-
prise the current search engine technology [3, 11]
showed that Yahoo! [16] has the closest ties to the
early search engine strategies and Mosaic, since it was
initially developed to track Gopher, FTP, and Tel-
net sites. This search engine also followed an early
biology-based classi�cation system, the result of work

1It should be noted that Netscape [12] and Mosaic share
design methodologies in conjunction with some of the same
software developers.



Table 1: Comparison of the number of relevant documents for each search engine using \sassafras
tea" as the basis.

Excite/
AltaVista NetCenter HotBot Infoseek LookSmart Yahoo!

\sassafras tea" 336 91 0 126 337 73
+\sassafras tea"

+herb 66 21 0 5 66 0
\sassafras tea"

NEAR herb 143311 - - - - - - 143311 - -
\sassafras tea"

OR herb 555226 - - - - - - 555226 - -
\sassafras tea"

AND herb 679028 - - - - - - 679028 - -

Table 2: Comparison of the number of relevant documents for each search engine using \Sassafras
tea" as the basis. Note: the search results of the form 23=54484 imply Web page=Web site:

Excite/
AltaVista NetCenter HotBot Infoseek LookSmart Yahoo!

\Sassafras tea" 195 91 0 126 196 73
+\Sassafras tea"

+herb 42 21 0 23/54484 42 0
\Sassafras tea"

NEAR herb 142324 - - - - - - 142324 - -
\Sassafras tea"

OR herb 582609 - - - - - - 582609 - -
\Sassafras tea"

AND herb 679028 - - - - - - 679028 - -

performed by the 18th century botanist Linnaeus. Al-
taVista [1] and Inktomi [6] search engines followed the
indexer strategy of WAIS by using no �xed categories
for indexing the millions of documents. The inclusion
methodologies for all the database entries follow two
approaches: via a Web crawler and/or human editors.
Each engine provided access to millions of Web pages
through their databases and/or through AltaVista's
or Inktomi's database. AltaVista provided the most
up-to-date database by rebuilding the database every
24 hours. This approach eliminated problems associ-
ated with new pages, moved pages, and deleted pages.
The updating of other databases occurred every seven
to ten days. The Information Retrieval (IR) system
[7, 15, 13] associated with these two indexers worked
very well. LookSmart [9] used 24,000 categories, which
reected the response time of its IR system. This slow
response time was also a major factor for the Lycos
search engine. The slower response time indicated the
use of distributive databases. Infoseek [5] used both
approaches and allowed the requester to choose the IR
system with or without categories. The more cate-
gories supplied by the indexer, the slower the IR sys-
tem.

Di�erent IR systems used advanced database catego-

rization [7] schemes. AltaVista used a database IR
system based on Dynamic Categorization Technology
[1], also known as COW9. This technology does not
make any a priori or post priori assumptions about
individual search patterns. HotBot [4] and Lycos[10]
used a similar technology through their partnership
with Inktomi. Excite[2]/NetCenter2[12] used an a pri-
ori approach in its IR system by means of its Intelli-
gent Concept Extraction (ICE) Technology [2]. The
ICE technology allows the indexer to grow in terms of
search query relationships executed by previous users
of its IR system. A stored list of search queries al-
lows the system to stabilize after the ICE system has
been exposed to variations of a query word combina-
tion. Infoseek used a Context Classi�cation Engine
(CCE) Taxonomy [5] that applies technology similar
to Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) [14] for
its IR system. Yahoo! and LookSmart currently make
use of the database query technology provided by Al-
taVista. These technologies use either Genetic Algo-
rithms (GA) or Genetic Programming (GP) method-
ologies as a basis.

2NetCenter was produced by the Netscape Communi-
cation Corporation.



The inclusion methodologies either rely upon human
editors and/or Web crawler software. The shortcom-
ing of human editors [11] was the bias that may result
from their knowledge about certain subject matters.
Some bias also resulted from the guidelines provided
by the classi�cation methodologies chosen for individ-
ual search engines. Yahoo! provided the Web designer
with the initial freedom of categorizing her/his Web
page by providing a submission form. A Yahoo! sta�
editor reviewed the submittal form for the appropriate-
ness of the chosen category. The use of a Web crawler
for database inclusion eliminated any bias that was
not incorporated into the methodology for the inclu-
sion mechanism. Excite used a human editor for the
homepage inclusion and a Web crawler to traverse the
links from the homepage. The human editors reviewed
some of the Web page sites and judged the contents.
The contents of the site were judged in conjunction
with the site's design as well as the overall appeal.
This approach may add some bias towards an appeal-
ing, well designed site.

3 Study of Searches using the Current

Search Engines

3.1 Overview

The growth and stability of Web pages were studied
using two approaches to track information. The �rst
approach looked at the di�erent character patterns
used by the search engines for Web page classi�ca-
tion. This study used the term sassafras tea as the
basis for the search comparisons (see Tables 1 - 3).
The choice of the term sassafras tea underscores the
diversity that exists for Web searches using the same
and/or di�erent search engines. Fifteen distinct search
patterns generated the results for the search engines in
this study. The second approach looked at the gener-
ation of new Web pages following a natural disaster.
The natural disaster chosen for this search was Hurri-
cane Mitch. The initial date for the �rst Web search
occurred November 5, 1998. This data collection e�ort
focused on the impact of Hurricane Mitch on F lorida
over an eight-day period. The eight-day period cov-
ered the time it takes most search engines to update
their databases. Three distinct search patterns gener-
ated the results for the search engines in this study.

3.2 Results for Search Patterns in Study 1

The search for the three major strings of \sassafras
tea," \Sassafras tea," and \Sassafras Tea" showed
some of the current search engines' indexers as case
sensitive for di�erent string patterns. Supplying an

additional keyword narrowed the scope of the search
engines. This keyword was \herb" (see Tables 1 - 3).
The use of a sequence of words inside double quotes
indicated the searched-for phrase. The use of the +
symbol indicates that the string pattern MUST occur
within the document. Only the AltaVista and Lycos
indexers used the NEAR reserved word. AltaVista
uses a �10 word range and Lycos uses a �25 word
range. The use of NEAR, AND, and OR reserved
words in conjunction with the strings yielded unex-
pected results. The search pattern

\sassafras tea" NEAR herb

yielded

hits(sassafras NEAR herb) + hits(tea NEAR
herb)

which is equivalent to the following two independent
searches

hits(+sassafras NEAR +herb) + hits(+tea
NEAR +herb).

The search pattern should have been

+\sassafras tea" NEAR +herb.

Similar search problems occurred using the AND and
OR reserved words. There was a dramatic increase in
the number of relevant documents (hits) when these
keywords were part of the search string pattern and
used incorrectly. LookSmart used the AltaVista in-
dexer and database to generate its hits: This search
phrase was not a typical topic searched on a regular
basis. HotBot return 0 hits for all of the tested search
patterns in this study.

3.3 Results for Search Patterns in Study 2

The search results for AltaVista show the most vari-
ations between the �rst and second days (see Table
4). These di�erences show the instability in the ini-
tial search. The results for Days 2 through 5 show
little or no variations. A variation only occurred from
a decrease in the number of hits. The transition from
Day 5 to Day 6 showed an increase in the number of
pages for each of the search patterns. Day 6 and Day
8 showed the results as stable and consistent.

The search results for Excite/NetCenter remained sta-
ble for Days 1 through 4 (see Table 4). The transition
from Day 4 to Day 5 resulted in a 152-fold decrease in



Table 3: Comparison of the number of relevant documents for each search engine using \Sassafras
Tea" as the basis. Note: the search results of the form 23=54483 imply Web page=Web site:

Excite/
AltaVista NetCenter HotBot Infoseek LookSmart Yahoo!

\Sassafras Tea" 159 91 0 126 160 73
+\Sassafras Tea"

+herb 26 21 0 23/54483 26 0
\Sassafras Tea"

NEAR herb 142072 - - - - - - 142072 - -
\Sassafras Tea"

OR herb 583773 - - - - - - 583773 - -
\Sassafras Tea"

AND herb 677866 - - - - - - 677866 - -

Table 4: Comparison of the number of relevant documents for the AltaVista and Excite/Netscape
search engines using \hurricane" as the basis. Note: the * means the search pattern was +\hur-
ricane mitch"+orida.

AltaVista Excite/Netscape

+hurricane +hurricane
hurricane +hurricane +mitch hurricane +hurricane +mitch

+mitch +orida +mitch +orida

Day 1 197465 7785 3136 Day 1 74757 440 138
Day 2 517700 94 31* Day 2 74757 440 138
Day 3 517700 94 31* Day 3 74757 440 138
Day 4 483951 94 31* Day 4 74757 440 138
Day 5 517700 94 31* Day 5 492 4653 55
Day 6 518240 160 46* Day 6 85674 4653 1230
Day 8 518240 160 46* Day 8 85674 4653 1230

Mean 467285 1212 479 Mean 67267 2246 438
Standard Standard
Deviation 110776 2684 1085 Deviation 27674 2085 502

the \hurricane" search pattern, a 10-fold increase in
the \hurricane mitch" search pattern, and a two-fold
decrease in the last search pattern. The transition
from Day 5 to Day 6 resulted in a 174-fold increase in
the \hurricane" search pattern. The \hurricanemitch"
search pattern produced stabilized results with the �-
nal search pattern producing a 22-fold increase.

The search results for HotBot showed similar results
for the �rst two days of this study (see Table 5). The
number of hits during the transition from Day 2 to Day
3 increased 11-fold for the \hurricane" search pattern,
3-fold for \hurricane mitch" search pattern, and 3-fold
for the \hurricane mitch orida" search pattern. Days
3 to 8 remained consistent, with minor uctuations in
the number of hits.

The search results for Infoseek remained stable for the
\hurricane" search pattern with a two-fold increase
Day 8 (see Table 5). The \hurricane mitch" search
pattern showed a 6-fold decrease from Day 1 to Day
2. The �nal search pattern showed two-fold decreases

for transitions from Day 1 to Day 2 and from Day 6
to Day 8.

The search results for LookSmart proved identical to
the search results for AltaVista, with the exception of
the �rst day of the search (see Table 6). This dis-
crepancy in the results for the �rst day for these two
search engines indicated that the LookSmart results
were based on a re�nement of the initial results of the
AltaVista search. The results for Day 2 through 8
compared the same as the results for AltaVista.

The search results for Yahoo! showed the instability of
the initial search with a 175-fold decrease from Day 1
to Day 2 for the \hurricane" search pattern (see Table
6). This decrease was followed by a 250-fold increase
from Day 2 to Day 3. There was a 281-fold decrease
from Day 1 to Day 2 for the \hurricane mitch" search
pattern. The number of hits for Day 2 totaled approx-
imately the same for each search pattern. The results
showed stability for Days 3 through 8. The �nal search
pattern showed a 32-fold decrease/increase from Day



Table 5: Comparison of the number of relevant documents for the HotBot and Infoseek search
engines using \hurricane" as the basis. Note: the * means the search pattern was +\hurricane
mitch"+orida.

HotBot Infoseek

+hurricane +hurricane
hurricane +hurricane +mitch hurricane +hurricane +mitch

+mitch +orida +mitch +orida

Day 1 23571 439 176 Day 1 192999 195 18
Day 2 23609 441 178 Day 2 192999 30 9*
Day 3 271514 1542 560 Day 3 192999 30 9*
Day 4 271514 1542 560 Day 4 192999 30 9*
Day 5 267465 1526 560 Day 5 192999 30 9*
Day 6 271514 1542 560 Day 6 192999 30 9*
Day 8 271514 1542 560 Day 8 366140 27 5*

Mean 200100 1225 451 Mean 217733 53 10*
Standard Standard
Deviation 111643 496 173 Deviation 60587 58 4*

Table 6: Comparison of the number of relevant documents for the LookSmart and Yahoo! search
engines using \hurricane" as the basis. Note: the * means the search pattern was +\hurricane
mitch"+orida. Note: the search results of the form 0/0 imply Web page=Web site:

LookSmart Yahoo!

+hurricane +hurricane
hurricane +hurricane +mitch hurricane +hurricane +mitch

+mitch +orida +mitch +orida

Day 1 483985 81 1 Day 1 64382 0/103046 0/0
Day 2 517700 94 31* Day 2 367 0/367 0/357
Day 3 517700 94 31* Day 3 91826 2/368 0/11
Day 4 483951 94 31* Day 4 91826 2/366 0/361
Day 5 517700 94 31* Day 5 91826 2/369 0/364
Day 6 518240 160 46* Day 6 91826 2/378 0/373
Day 8 518240 160 46* Day 8 91826 2/380 0/375

Mean 508217 111 31* Mean 74840 1/15039 0/263
Standard Standard
Deviation 15338 31 14* Deviation 31844 1/35929 0/163

2 to Day 3 and Day 3 to Day 4 respectively.

All the search engines displayed instability during the
�rst three days, with an exception of Excite. The Ex-
cite instability occurred during the three-day period
starting with Day 4. All of the search engines showed
an increase in the number of hits except Infoseek. In-
foseek showed a decrease in the number of relevant
hits when compared by time. The means and stan-
dard deviations associated with each search pattern
registered the inconsistencies among each individual
search engine. These values also displayed the varia-
tions among the distinct search engines as a group.

4 Conclusion

The results of searching the Web over a period of eight
days showed that the databases for the distinct search
engines stabilized after the completion of the initial
search. Searches repeated over a series of days showed
the re�nement of the database indexers for the chosen
search engines. The user can optimize the results ini-
tially produced by repeating the search over a period
of time.

These results also proved that the most popular search
engines did not produce accurate results for the initial
search. The initial search may contain some inherent
errors that are not apparent or documented. Litera-
ture on search strategies, as well as the actual search
engine Web pages, inform the user that the results may



vary among search engines. However, this information
does not mention that the results produced by each
search engine may vary over a period of days due to
the undocumented re�nements for the same keywords.

The search engines used in this study were AltaVista,
Excite, HotBot, Infoseek, LookSmart, and Yahoo!.
These search engines were chosen because their re-
spective indexers return numeric values for the rele-
vance rating for the chosen search patterns. The Ly-
cos search engine did not receive consideration in these
studies because its index browsers returned the �rst
relevant 25 Web documents for a given search pattern.
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